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Rush to victory

Wiiters unite

1)\lriters con1e together tofight block, write 50,000
words in month-SEENEWS,A2

Football uses ground game to end
four-game losing streak - SEE sPORTS,As
,
Holida s

TAKING CHRIST
OUT OF

·>

There is a new combatant in the
Christmas wars. Ads prodaiming,"Why
believe in a god? Just be good for
goodness' sake," will appear on
Washington buses starting next week
and running through December.The
American Humanist Association unveiled
the provocative $40,000 holiday ad
campaign.

UCF alum, bands
Rock For Hunger
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Variety Editor

With 1,962 homeless people
in Orange County and with a
total of59,036 homeless people
in the state, according to the
200~08 Annual Report on
Homelessness Conditions in
Florida, there are those willing
to rock for hunger.

Science

,

>

Anew book, The Atlas ofthe Real World,
has redrawn the map giving vivid new
insights and bringing economic,social
and environmental data to life. The 366
cartograms (statistical maps) which
make up the book twist,shrink and
distend countries and continents into all
sorts of shapes and sizes.
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Breaking
news on
you_r cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

AUCTION FOR ABOUT
200 ABANDONED BIKES
AT UNION ON TUESDAY
On Tuesday outside the Student Union
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., there will be an
auction for bicycles abandoned on
campus and recovered by the UCF
Police Department.There will be about
200 bicycles at the auction.
l'

LOCAL &STATE, A2

INVESTIGATORS STILL
SEARCHING FOR GIRL
THEY SAY STABBED 5
Investigators are searching for a
second day for a teenage girl they say
stabbed five others during a melee
that ensued after a football game
between Martin County High School
and South Fork High School. None of
the injuries were life-threatening.

PLEASESEE

PROGRAMS ON A6

GETTING PHYSICAL

NEW ATLAS
RESHAPES THE

WORLD

Twenty-eight bands per- the Pegasus Ballroom in 2005
formed from 2 p.m. to mid- and grew to a group that pronight on Saturday at the Plaza vides tutoring for children
Theater for Rock for Hunger from low income families in
Fest 3, a benefit concert to raise the Parramore District, offers
money for the non-profit job training in the downtown
organization Rock for Hunger, library and feeds the homeless
which was founded by UCF on Mondays at Lake Eola
Last year, the concert raised
alumnus Chris Goyzueta
.
The organization began more than $9,000 at the Backwith its first benefit concert in Booth bar and music venue.

'Ibis year, the organization
· exceeded that amount and
covered its expenses by 6 p.m.
An official count will be
reached by Tuesday. Advanced
tickets sold for $10, and tickets
at the door were $20;
"It took a lot of hard work,
great persistency and a great
team working behind me this
year," Goyzueta said 'We are
hoping to build a lot of new
programs this year. We're trying to build a shelter with the
homeless. You always focused
on food clothing, shelter an,d
basic needs, and you lose focus
on their dreams.
'We're looking to opening a
facility where they can fulfill
their dreams again, learn how
to start a business, learn how to

UCF's new Physical Science building approaches completion
JOHN MURPHY
Contributing Writer

Phase I of a two-part construction project to build a
new Physical Science Building at UCF is nearing completion, with special efforts in
place to create the campus's
newest green building.
The four-story building
will house labs for both
chemistry
and
physics
research, as well as provide
new office space for faculty.
Professors who o~cupy
the new space will migrate
from the Math and Physics
Building, as well as the
Chemistry Building. Classrooms are not scheduled to
be a part of the first phase of
the building, but Jack
McGuire, associate dean of
the College of Sciences, said
teaching labs are planned for
Phase II.
"(Phase I) is very lab
intensive,"
said
David
Norvell, director of the
department of Sustainability
and Energy Management at
UCF.
The first phase will span
almost 58,000 square feet and
will come with a price tag of
about$2lmillion.
·
The reasons for the need
of a new facility such as this
were many, McGuire said.
The main driving force
though was an ever-growing
population of students,
demanding more and more
space that the current buildings, two of the oldest on
campus, weren't prepared for.
"The number of students
here has grown astronomically," McGuire said. "With that
there are increasing numbers
of faculty. Having the space
for faculty to do research and
PLEASESEE

SECOND ON A6

An Israeli airstrike killed four
Palestinian militants as they fire
mortars from the Gaza Strip on
Sunday, Palestinian officials said, just
hours after another militant group
struck Israel in a separate rocket attack.
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TODAY'S
WEATHER

Contributing Writer

At 11.:59 p.m. on Thursday, a
large crowd gathered ~ the
Central Florida Hillel parking
lot across from UCF to kick off
Alpha Epsilon Phi's midnight
block party.
The event, called Phi Club,
was the last in a semester-long
series of fundraising efforts for
Sharsheret, a national breast
cancer philanthropy the sorority supports.
The celebration kicked off
with a live DJ, and guests

com1ng

soon
Sirens should be
placed by spring
JESSICA CROY
Contributing Writer

A year before the deadly
shootings at Virginia Tech,
UCF was the site of research
to test the most effective ways
to notify university students,
faculty and staff in emergency
situations.
Now, more than a year
after the rampage that left
more than 32 people and the
shooter dead, UCF is still
working on implementing
some of the very technology
it tested
However, the delay was
time well-spent, said emergency management coordinator Jeff Morgan.
Morgan. who was hired in
January as part of the focus on
emergency management, said
research and careful planning
have been the primary causes

OTHER ON A7

A green
message
at speech
contest
JANELLE KUEHNERT
Contributing Writer

SHARON WEAVER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Completion of the Physical Science Building Phase I, which cost about $21 million,is nearing completion and will open in the spring semester.

Sorority-·h osts bash
for-cancer-support
SYLVANA FERNANDEZ

•

PLEASE SEE

NATION & WORL-o, A4

ISRAELI AIRSTRIKE
KILLS 4 PALESTINrAN
MILITANTS SUNDAY

Alert
system

enjoyed inflatable basketball,
bounce houses, giant twister
and cornhole, a game played
with small bean bags. AEPhi
sisters served food, ice cream
and drinks. Chi Omega, the
sorority that donated the most
money for the cause, was given
a VIP section and a trophy.
On sale at Phi Club was
AEPhi's Finest Guys of Greek
Life Calendar, a 15-month calendar of the 15 fraternities of
UCF's Interfratemity Council .
'We wanted to capture
them doing things around
campus - we have some fra-

SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

On Thursday, Alpha Epsilon Phi kicked off a block party to benefit breast cancer awareness.

ternities in the Union, at the
gym. playing in Memory Mall
- just everyday things," said
Jen Glantz, AEPhi's Vice President of Philanthropy and staff
writer for the Future. "It's great

eye candy for a year and a half:"
Throughout the semester,
the organization has also been
selling breast cancer bracelets
PLEASESEE EVENT ON

A6

Students with excellent
public speaking skills had an
opportunity to be recognized for their talent on Friday night at the Bernard C.
Kissel Qutstanding Student
Speaker Competition.
The
Communication
Building was filled with
peers, family, faculty and
staff when the final round of
the competition began at
7:30p.m.
The
undergraduate
Speech Contest is ari annual
event that began in 2000. It is
sponsored by the Bernard C.
{Gssel
Foundation and
McGraw-Hill Publishing.
The contest is held in honor
of Bernard C. Kissel, the first
chair of what would become
the School of Communication.
The contest accepted
only the first 30 viable applications, and there were four
finalists who made it past
the preliminary rounds.
All the participants were
UCF undergraduates who
presented a persuasive
speech on the topic of their
choice that best represented
an issue of the UCF Unifying
Theme: the university's
focus on environmental and
global climate change issues
in its General Education Program.
Freshman French and
interdisciplinary
studies
double major, Gabrielle
Swaby, was congratulated as
she received first place and
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Give abandoned bikes a home
On Tuesday outside the Student Union from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m., there will be an auction
for bicycles abandoned on
campus and recovered by the
UCF Police Department.
There will be about 200
bicycles, and they are sold "as
is" and may need repairs before
it is safe to use.
The auction is cash only,
and proceeds from the auction
go · toward student scholarships.
For more information, contact the Activity & Service Fee
Business Office at 407-8235548. They can also be reached
by e-mail at asf@mail.uc£edu.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
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Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x213
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com

News Editor

•

Tara Young x213

How race affected Florida workers

News.CFF@gmailcom

The second colloquium in
the History Department's
series will talce place on
Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. in Colbourn Hall Room
406C.
There will be a presentation
by Robert Cassanello titled
"We Are White Men and
Haven't Got Black Hearts:
Racialized Gender and the
Labor Movement in Florida
. 1900-1920."
For more information, con'. tact Luis Martinez-Fernandez
at 407-823-1169 or e-mail martfem@mail.ucf.edu.

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Sports Editor
Brian Murphy x215
Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

•

Photo Editor

•

Sarah Rogers
Phato.CFF@gmailcom

LOCAL
&STATE

Staff Writers

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Staff Photographers
Caitlin Bush, Andy Jacobsohn,
Corey Maynard, Greg Territo,
Amanda Moore, Ree~ Desai, Liana Cole,
Rayma Jenkins, Sharon Weaver

Investigators searching for girl

they say stabbed 5at football game
STUART - Investigators
are searching for a second day
for a teenage girl they say
stabbed five others during a
' melee that ensued after a high
school football game in southeast Florida. None of the
injuries were life threatening.
The incident occurred near
the main entrance of Martin
County High School on Friday·
night after a game against rival
South Fork High School Sher, iff's spokeswoman Rhonda
Irons said Sunday that investigators have not made an arrest.
In the incident, one person
involved also was Tasered by a
deputy. Authorities say another
' person was bitten by a police
dog and one woman was
arrested in a series of unrelated
fights that involved around 30
people outside the school.
Detectives believe that a
rivalry existed between those
involved in the stabbings.
South Fork beat Martin County
35-10 in the annual game nickPLEASE SEE

Copy Editors
Chris Hoadley

•

Columnist
Benjamin Badio

Graphic.Artists
Cara Cooper,
'Joseph Mangabat, Brad Walkover

Editorial Adviser
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Advertising Sales Director
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Mark Lanaris x204
MarkL@KnightNewspapers.com

University Sales Director
Heissam Jebailey x201
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Business Manager
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Distribution Manager
Joseph Crandall x211
JosephC@KnightNewspapers.com
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Fax:407-447-4556

CORRECTION
In the Nov.10 issue in the article titled '.'A.ward Banquet honors
groups' hard work and spirit,"
located on pages A6 and A7, Chi
Omega, which won the Spirit Cup
award for large organizations,
was incorrectly referred to as Pi
Omega. They were also winners
with Sigma Nu and Delta Tau
Delta, not just Sigma Nu.

•

Ryan Bass, William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Shahdai Richardson, Kelda Senior,
Robyn Sidersky, Kari Wilberg, William Perry
Melissa Chadbourne, Jonathan Hohensee,
Allen Levin, Ashley lnguanta

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
SUNNY

High:68°
Low:47°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: A 10 percent chance of rain
with winds from the north-.northwest at 11 mph.
Tonight: A clear night with no
chance of rain and winds from the
northwest at 9 mph.

SUNNY

Wednesday
PARTLY CLOUDY

High:66°
Low:43°

Published by Knight Newspapers
11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817,

•

eiucF
Stands For Opportunity•

High:64°
Low:42°

•

•

,.
December 3 vs. Minnesota Timberwolvss
February 4 vs. L.A. Clippers
February 11 vs. Denver Nuggets
March 11 vs. Chicago Bulls
March 25 vs. Boston Celtics

•

April 1 vs. Toronto Raptors
April 8 vs. Memphis Griflies
April 15 vs. Charlotte B~cats

•
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University presidents' salaries·up 7.6 percent
JUSTIN POPE

j

Associated Press

At least one person on
campus has done OK the
economy has declined: public university presidents'
salaries climbed 7.6 percent
last year.
Fifteen pr~sidents of public research universities took
home at least $700,000 in
2007-08, up from eight in last
year's survey, and nearly
one-third now earn over
$500,000, according to the
annual Chronicle. of Higher
Education survey out today.
The salary increases
almost entirely reflect contracts signed before the
economy · turned sharply
downward, and the boards
that govern colleges argue
that retaining top talent is
even more critical during a
crisis.
But the latest figures will
likely attract more criticism
this year because colleges
and universities across the
country are slashing budgets, with many laying off
staff.
And despite the troubled
economy, public universities
increased tuition 6.4 percent
this fall, according to recent
figures from the College
Board.
"The Chronicle's study
shows that the executive
suite seems insulated from
budget crunches," said Sen.

as

..

•

Charles Grassley, R.-Iowa,
who has been the sharpest
critic in Congress of pay
practices at colleges and
other non-profits. "In these
hard economic times, apparently belt-tightening is for
families and students, not
university presidents."
The median salary for
public university presidents
- now $427,400 - is almost
exactly $100,000 less than at
private universities, where
the median salary barely
changed.
But the gap is narrowing
as public universities are
increasingly willing to spend
big money to keep their leaders from being lured away by
private schools.
Governing boards, which
increasingly comprise people from the business world,
"see the investment in a CEO
as the single most cost-effective investment they can
make in the whole university," said Raymond Cotton, a
Washington attorney who
specializes in college presidential compensation matters. But if the downturn
continues, "I believe you will
have a cooling effect" on
compensation, he said.
Chronicle editor Jeffrey
Selingo said there is less data
covering previous national
economic downfums, but
that they did not appear to
slow the upward trend of .
presidential salaries.

"The explanation could be
in down times boards think
you.need to pay for stable leadership," he said.
The highest-paid president
in this year's survey, reporting
compensation of $2.8 million
for 2006-07, is David Sargent,
the longtime president of private Suffolk University in
Boston.
That's the most recent year
for which data is available for
the Chronicle survey, so the
private college figures lag a
year behind.
Most of Sargent's compen-

sation came from various designed with the understandbonuses, however, including ing that President Sargent's
$1.19 million, which he will not value to the university has
receive until he retires, for sab- been, and is extraordinary, that
baticals that Sargent ' never the past compensation was
took, plus a longevity bonus inadequate and not commenthat equaled his $436,000 base surate with his leadership," Sufsalary.
folk board chair Nicholas A.
Suffolk spokesman Greg Macaronis said in a statement.
Gatlin said Sargent, 77, has · Ite said Sargent "never took
worked at Suffolk for 52 years sabbatical or other entitleand in 2005-06 earned less than ments usually given to executhe presidents of 75 percent of tives at his level"
Suffolk's peer universities,
Gordon Gee of Ohio State
according to compensation was the highest paid public
experts the school consulted.
university president, earning
Sargent's pay package ''was $1,346,000, including a recently

announced $310,000 bonus.
M ichael McCall of the Ken tucky Community and Technical College System was t h e
highest-paid community college leader with total compensation valued at $610,670.
The Chronicle identified a
number of presidents w h o
have declined or ret urned
bonuses · because of the economic crisis, including Michael
Hogan at the University of
Connecticut, James Ramsey at
the University of Louisville and
Richard McCormick at Rut gers..
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407-282-2044
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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named the "Martin Bowl"

Girl bitten, mauled by a cougar
survives, sustains injuries
MIAMI - A 16-year-old
girl was mauled by a cougar
- but survived - when a
neighbor saved her from the
animal's cage at a northwest
Miamihome.
A Miami-Dade Fire Rescue spokesman says the girl
sustained some significant
wounds Saturday and she
was taken to the hospital with
non-life threatening injuries.
Miami-Dade police say 21year-old Anthony Zitnick, a
friend of the girl, illegally
entered the wildlife collector's home with the girl and
was later arrested. Inside, the
150-pound male cougar,
named Chaos, pounced on
the girl and clenched his jaws
around her head.
Authorities say neighbor
Richard Miralles heard
screams and wrestled the
animal away. Wildlife officials say the owner of the
home has legal permits to
keep two cougars and several
snakes, tortoises and alligators.
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DAVID LONGSTREATH / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Soldiers in period dress carry the body of Princess Galyani Vadhana near the royal
cremation site on Saturday in Bangkok, Thailand. Vadhana died of cancer 10 months ago.

-~24 hours ~-~--- ---

Pakistan finance official says
Israeli airstrike kills 4 militants
as they attacked from Gaza Strip · $7.6 billion loan will help crisis

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip
KARACHI, Pakistan - An Israeli airstrike killed Pakistan's top finance offifour Palestinian militants as cial says the International
they fired mortars from the Monetary Fund has agreed
Gaza Strip on Sunday, Pales- "in principle" to lend it $7.6
tinian officials said, just billion to avert an economic
hours after another group of crisis.
militants struck Israel in a
Shaukat Tareen said Sat1
separate rocket attack.
urday that Pakistan would
The violence was the lat- apply formally for the loan
est in a surge of clashes that next week. The IMF has
have rocked a 5-month-old already signaled that it will
truce between Israel and respond quickly.
Pakistan needs funds
Gaza's militant Hamas
rulers. Both sides say they urgently to augment its forDeputies with special unit arrest
would like to preserve the eign currency reserves and
14 described gang members
Egyptian-mediated truce, avert a run on its currency
BONITA SPRINGS which is due to expire next and a default on its internaAuthorities in southwest
. month, but events over the tional debt.
· Florida put new state antipast two weeks signal the
The country can ill afford
gang legislation to work
opposite is happening.
an economic crisis as it faces
when deputies with a special
The militants killed in the surging violence blamed on
unit arrested 14 individuals
airstrike were from a small Taliban and al-Qaida milithey described as gang memHamas-allied group known tants based in the northwest,
bers, including seven susas the Popular Resistance close to the border with
pects who had gang-suggestive photos and comments on ' Committees. Abu Attaya, a Afghanistan.
. spokesman for the group,
a social networking Web site.
said the four were firing Wake of large passenger plane
The Lee County Sheriff's
mortars at Israel when they likely cause offatal jet crash
Office said Saturday that one
were killed.
MEXICO CITY - The
of those suspects said he did
The Israeli military said turbulent wake of a large
little more than post provoca- I.
the airstrike targeted a rock- passenger plane likely
tive pictures, while the fathei;
et squad in northern Gaza.
caused the fatal crash of a
of another said deputies were
After the strike, dozens of government jet carrying
mistaken when they targeted
onlookers converged on the Mexico's second most powhis son,
bodies of two of the dead erful official, the transportamen shouting "God is great." tion secretary said-Friday.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
They then' carried tl,le bod~
A preliminary investigaies, one wrapped in a blan- tion found the jet's pilots
ket, to a nearby civilian car.
didn't immediately follow
Hamas spokesman Fawzi instructions to slow down
Barhown threatened retalia- and appeared to be nearly
tion "Today's crime will not one nautical mile too close
pass without punishment," behind a Boeing 767-300 on
he said.
the same flight path to Mex·What's in the news at
At sundown a rocket ico City's international air- ·
colleges around the country
launched from Gaza hit a port, Luis Tellez announced
house under construction in at a news conference.
Southern Miss president wants
the battered Israeli border
Tellez said the planes
more to retain more freshmen
town of Sderot, slightly were 4.15 nautical miles
HATTIESBURG, Miss. · wounding a resident, police apart, and-that international
University of Southern Missisand media reports said.
standards recommend at
sippi President Martha SaunPalestinians launched least 5 nautical miles to
ders wants more freshmen at
two other rockets earlier in. avoid dangerous wake turher school to stay around to
the day. No one was hurt, the bulence - unstable air that
get a diploma
military said.
.
can make it very difficult to
Saunders says retention at
According to the Israeli control a plane, especially
USM is about 70 percent; she
military's count, Palestinians when slowing down for a .
would like to get it up to 80
have sent more than 170 landing.
percent.
rockets and mortars flying at
A black box recording
Saunders will bring educaIsrael since the violence revealed the pilots lost contors and others to USM to disreswned nearly two weeks trol seconds before the jet
cuss retention issues at a sumago. Israeli troops have killed smashed into rush-hour trafmit Nov. 20-21.
15 militants, and two more fic on Nov. 4, narrowly
Retention in higher educadied in unclear circwn- avoiding tall office buildings
tion refers to the number of
stances. No civilians have in a posh Mexico City busifreshmen who don't drop out,
been killed on either side.
ness district.
but return for their second
Israeli leaders signaled
The investigation found
year of college. Saunders said
they had not given up on the no sign of foul play, and the
those who do are more likely
cease-fire. Speaking Sunday flight was normal until only
to graduate.
ahead ofthe Israeli Cabinet's seconds before it dropped
She says freshmen drop out·
weekly meeting, Prime Min- out of the sky at a 42 degree
for many reasons, from math
ister Ehud Olmert said, 'We angle. ·
struggles to financial woes.
are not eager for battle but
A video camera on a
Students without a· major
we do not fear it."
nearby building caught the
are at risk of dropping out, but
Israel has dispatched sev- plane's horrifying plunge,
Saunders said USM does a
eral messages to Hamas, via officials s~d.
good job with ''undecideds."
Egypt, saying it wants to see
Tellez also said there
Saunders said private
the truce preserved, Israeli were indications the -pilots
schools do a good job of holddefense officials said. They may have lac;:ked training ing on to a student once they
spoke qn condition of that they seemed unfamiliar
get him or her, Saunders said.
anonymity because · the with the controls of the
She says about half of new
efforts were not made pub- Learjet 45.
students at USM are transfers,
lic. Hamas officials also conInterior Secretary Juan
most from community I colfirmed they have been in Camilo Mourino and eight
leges.
touch with Egypt.
others were killed. The
crash also set fire to cars and
UNC approves unanimously
Teacher charged with sexually
killed five people on the
approve $3 million budget plan
abusing 14-year-old student
ground.
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. The Mexican governSAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
University of North Carolina
- A school teacher in west- ment said from the start that
officials have unanimously
ern Puerto Rico has been it appeared to be an acciapproved a $3 billion budget
charged with sexually abus- dent, but it has held a very
plan that see,.ks a $168 million
ing a 14-year-old student.
public investigation. carefulspending increase.
Police in the U.S. island ly showing why it has ruled
WRAL-TV reports that the
territory say the 33-year-old out sabotage.
Board of Governors on Friday
woman carried on an affair
Many Mexicans distrust
approved the plan that reprewith the eighth-grade boy their government, and
sents a 5.8 percent increase.
for several months.
rumors are widespread that
All but about $50 million
Puerto Rican newspaper the jet was targeted by powwould go toward salaries,
El Nuevo Dia says the teen's erful and increasingly viofinancial aid and public safety
parents confronted him after lent drug cartels.
at the system's 16 universities.
seeing him provocatively
Mourino was the equivaChancellors at the system's
dance with his teacher at a lent of Mexico's vice presicampuses have cut current
school function.
dent and one of the closest
budgets by 4 percent.
Alma Cintron Torres has confidants of President
The board decided·not to
denied the allegations. She Felipe Calderon Also killed
raise tuition last year, but Uniwas charged Friday with one was foniler anti~drug proseversity ofNorth Carolina Prescount of abuse and -r eleased cutor Jose Luis Santiago Vasident Erskine Bowles said he
on bond with an ankle concelos, who had been the
expects campuses will ask for
bracelet to monitor her target of at least one previan increase now.
whereabouts. She faces up ous assassination plot.
to 15 years in prison
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Focus on local area
prize of $250.
· His speech touched on
she was awarded $750 for the topic of poverty and
her accomplishment.
organizations such as the
"I am very excited and Second Harvest Food Bank,
feel great to be the win- which provides food for peoner," Swaby said. "It has ple in need. He said that 62.4
been a real honor to be in percent of people live below
this competition."
the poverty line in. Central
Swaby's speech was Florida alone.
·
about coastal pollution.
"I was very nervous but it
· She also spoke about how · feels great to be a part of ·t he
it affects Central Florida final four," Vertus s·a id. "I
beaches today, especially know what it means to be in ·
living in a tourist destina- hunger, and I feel like I am
tion hotspot.
making a contribution to ·
. "We live in the Sun- Central Florida."
shine State, but what will •
The fourth place winner,
become of Florida with • junior radio-television and
no more sanitary -beach- political science double
es?" Swaby said during major, J~smine Peralta, was
her speech.
awarded a prize of $100. PerWhen ·asked why she alta said · she loves public
entered this competition, speaking very much, and she Swaby said that she teaches three public-speakentered
because
of ing classes to homeencouragement from her schooled high school stuspeech professor. ·
dents.
"This topic just came
Her topic choice was the
to me, and it fit with the global climate change and
Unifying Theme," Swaby the result of natural cycles of
said. ·
warming and cooling. \
Senior int~rpersonal/
"This is not a disaster or a
organizational communi- disaster waiting to happen,"
cation major, . Ashley Peralta said during her
Vic~rs, placed second in speech.
the competition and
received $500. Vickers
also received the Unifying
Theme Award and was
given $250 for best
addressing an issue of the
Unifying.Theme.
The topic she chose
dealt with the misconceptions about the beef
industry. She talked about
the importance ,of cattle
to our environment and
our ecosystem.
"Eating beef is not
worse than driving your
car," Vickers said at the
end of her speech.
"I love public speaking
competitions, and this is
an opportunity for me to
combine my passion for
cattle and the Unifying
Theme," Vickers said.
Freshman mathmatics
education pending major,
Olnick Vertus, placed
third and was awarded a
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HPA la1lllches new department
minor in an area. Having these
programs together in one
department enhances that
Many students who spend relationship, according to HMI
their days in the halls and interim chair Dr. Aaron Liberclassrooms of the Health and man.
Public Affairs Buildings at
"Both the HMI program
UCF will reap the benefits of and the Masters of Science of
reconstruction.
·
HSA are fully accredited proAnd this time, it's not about grams, so the visibility of a
orange cones or roped-off department is much greater
worker·zones.
than a program that's embedIn July, the College of ded in another department,"
Health and Public Affairs Liberman said.
launched a new department,
Liberman is in his 13th year
which means students in at UCF and said the ability of
health information manage- the faculty to solicit more
ment ·and health services research funding is key to the
administration programs have success of the department.
a new home. They will no
"The faculty share similar.
longer look for classes in the research interests, research
department of health profes.., efforts. and; in addition, the
sions.
opportunity to generate
"The department of healj:h resources that can be invested
management and informatics · totally in those programs,''
is really more of a restructur- Liberman said
ing of programs," said Karen
The number of research
.Guin, the director of commu- . grants , being submitted is
nications. "It's going to be a expected to increase, resulting
strength ofthe college." ·
in·more awards for the depart- .
The benefits of ·the new ment. The ability to .apply for '
structure are that there are a more visible grants by external
number of students in HMI sources, like the National lnstiand a number of students in tute of Health and the Nation. HSA who are pursuing a dou.: al Institute of Nursing, will
ble major or a major and also be much greater.
BILLIE JO ILES
Contributing Writer

"We'll 'g o after anything that·
moves,'' Liberman said
UCF's HMI department is
currently rated as the 50th best
program, according to the U.S.
News and World Review.
But that's not enough.
Liberman and his faculty
have set a department goal to
be nationally recognized as a
top-15 program by 2011.
This is good news for students like Michael Purcell and
Alexis Grzymkowski.
· r>urcell, 24, graduated this
summer with a Bachelor of
Science degree·in health service administration and a minor
in health sciences.
He currently works at
Orlando Regional Medical
Center as a pharmacy technician m ·and,will enter the masters program in health service
administration this upcoming
spring.
He heard about a transforII?,ation of the HSA program,
but never received any followup information.
·
"This is actually very new
n~ws to me," Purcell said. "I
think it will bring UCF more
into the mainstream and give
us a competitive edge. If and
when it does become national-

407•704•8011
.

ly recognized, it will certainly
give me an increased feeling of
pride about graduating from
UCF."
Grzymkowski, 22, found
out about the new department .
when she attended her master's orientation in the summer.
''I'.m excited aboµt it," she
said. "I think it might make
some of . the curriculum
tougher, but I know it's going
to increase the value of the
degree."
Grzymkowski is currently
in the masters program in
HSA and works with Dr.
Kendall Cortelyou-Ward in the
HMI department.
As an undergraduate advising graduate assistant, she
helps students plan their
schedules and fmd internships.
·
For prospective· students
looking for. health manage.ment and informatics degrees,
they need not look any further.
"Our goal is to really represent ourselves as a very important feature of one of the
strengths of UCF in the medical field!' Liberman said "We
want to represent the administrative side."
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Pick _Up Pre.. Qrdered Items
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Barnes & Noble@ UCF
is located next to the
UCF Arena.
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4000 Central Florida Bltid.
Orlando, Florida 32816
(40~) 882-0364
www.ucf.bncollege.com
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Second phase starts January Programs, paper in wor,ks
FROM Al

FRGM Al
ing," Norvell s;u.d, "with
both the architectural. eletrain graduate students in parments and what we call
-manage their finances, learn how to play music,
ticular, undergraduates as well,
the MEP, which is the
learn how to [create] art, get their minds away·
has become increasingly diffimechanical, electrical and
from th~ routine and get them back on.their feet
cult."
plumbing plan.''
through a_positive environment."
McGuire said the Physical
Before the building is
The group also hopes to build a scholarship
Science Building, located
complete, several aspects
program and a fieldtrip program for the· chilbehind the Harris Corporation
of the interior need to be
dren it tutors in the Parramore District.
.
Engineering III Building, will
finished, including paintFeatured artists included Kardinal Offishall,
- DAVID NORVELL
have a positive effect on the
ing, floor coverings ap.d
breaking off from his national tour to perform
DIRECTOR
OF
THE
DEPARTt,IENT
OF
university, both directly and
installation of air condifor the benefit, Junkie Rush, Passafire, Union
SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY
WHITNEY HAMRICK/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
indirectly.
tioning. The first phase of
Made, Johnny Plastic and the R.ubber_Band, Several bands performed at Rock for Hunger Fest 3 on Sat11rday.
MANAGEMENT AT UCF
"It's going to allow the faculthe building is on schedule
Chris Burns, Social Ghost, and Black Ship Sky.
ty to grow and have the stateto be completed on Janu"[Rock for Hunger] really makes a difference monthly newspaper, Talk4Hunger. It ;will be
of-the-art facilities that they achieve this, there are several ary 9, 2009.
it's about giving back and helping," Mary Cay sold for $1 each to benefit the organization, and
need to do the state-of-the-art individual and separated pads
· The building will be
Manning said. Manning vended her custom- its first issue was distributed with ticket sales
physics- and chemistry work of concrete under the first floor
one of nine on ~e campus
and featured up&.tes on the group's activities
made designer jewelry at the concert.
that needs to be done," that don't touch each other. that is LEED (Le;:idership
"rm unemployed. This is how I supplement ·and commentary from active members.
McGuire said
'
McGuire said this should cut in , Energy and Environ"The gratitude ofthese people, the forgotten
.my in,come now; and rm a single par~nt:' ManIndirectly, the new facility is down on the amount of vibra- mental Design) certµied.
ning said. 'Tm at the point now where I have people too often denigrated and dismissed by
going to result in new space tion that can travel from one . The LEED rating system is
been in outsides sales my whole life, and it's our society, was amazing as were my own feelthat will be freed up in the side of the building to the other a means of determining
very frustrating when the econqmy and letting ings of identity and self resulting from helping
older buildings that can be side of. the building.
. how green or environmensales people go, I want to start my own thing. I others," Rock for Hunger board -member .and
reused for much-nee,ded class- .
Another unique design tally friendly a building is. .
don't want to rely on a company. You just have UCF student Ben Bergholtz wrote. "... I owe
room space. For example, a new aspect of the building accqrdOnce a building is
these people the real thank you; by helpmg
to be creative."
organic chemistry lab is being ing to Norvell will be an effi- . LEED certified, there are
In January, the group plans to establish a them. rve helped myself find a purpose in life." ·
planned· for the .extra space in dent utility corridor. Norvell three levels on the scale
the Chemistry Building, intend- said it will allow for quick and · they can reach., depending
. ed to double the capacity of efficient delivery of utility sys- on the number . of points
classes taught for that subject.
tems to the building. ·
they amass for incorporatBeyond the extra space, the
The tw:o phases of the con- ing different features into
design of the new building will ·struction project, disconnected it. These levels_ are 33
include several n'ew features, · at first, will eventually be points for silver, 39 points
FROM Al
including ope to muffle the joined by one central area, used for gold, and between 52
intense vibrations that could for seminars and conferences. ·
and 69 points -::- the maxiand doing Pie-An-AEPhi, a
travel tlu;oughout the different
"We're just very impressed mum - for platinum.
smaller event outside the Sturooms of the' building. To with the-design of this build:
The minimal acceptdent Union that let students
able building at UCF falls
pie their a favorite for a dollar.
into the silver standard,
Shortly after the event
and of the· nin,e buildings·
began, UCF hip-hop dance·
registered, Norvell .said at
club, RUKUS, took the stage
least three of those buildfor an 8~minute piece.
ings might earn gold rat- .
Presi<;ient Kalena Meghoo
ings, surpassing the UCF
said she enjoyed participating.
minimum.
"We were on the actual
"We'll easily coast into
street,· which works so well
silver with this buitding,"
with our music, it felt' more
Norvell said. "We're still
authentic," Meghoo said ''.Also
hopeful even on this proj·
.
,
/
SARAH ROGERS / CINTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the energy we were getting Alpha Epsilon Phi held a midnight blockparty eve~t on Thursday to benefit cancer_victims.
ect that it can be gold."
from the audience was really
The university is taking
good, it helped us put on a can continue to serve in com- . preparing for the event in
several steps to ensure the
great show." ·
ing years as well"
April 2007.
building rates well on the ·
Other event attendees
Sharsheret, according to its
"It was an exciting thing to
LEED scale.
·
enjoyed the action
Web site, is a national organi- plan bec~use it had never been
Some of the features
"RUKUS_did an awesome zation of can<;:er survivors ded- done' before," · Glantz said.
aiding tp.e LEED certificajob, rm having a great a time," . icated to addressing the ''When you do something like
tion of the building
said Alpha Epsilon-Pi member unique con<;:ems of young this from the scratch, you need
include a roof made with
Michael Newman. '!This is a . Jewish women facing breast to visualiz.e every single detail
· reflective material, which
. school night, it's late, but cancer. The word is Hebrew and every possible thing that.
will lower the energy conCo1-<.-poll\, for .
sumption ·of the building, , everyone came out to support for "chain" and was founded in could flop so you have a back.t he cause and the event is so 2001 by Rochelle Shoretz, who up plan." · .
r
' the building's ·proxiinity to
well-executed that I'm sure was diagnosed at 28 and is an
An English creative writing
public
transportation
they're glad they did." ·
AEPhi alumni and former law and journalism major, Glantz
access, increased water
.H-&I
S&I Ls&I
The evening continued clerk to U.S. Supreme 'Court said planning such an event ·
efficiency
and
reduced
n.Jw,"'-" Fl1'ts ~008
, with a live musical perform- Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
was foreign.to her but that the
light pollution reduction. ·
--""'>'II~ 1~ N, -""""""""' locatfon. Not •olld wlllany ollw-1 orOC111rx,n,Offtn e><pinlS No-30, 2008
ance from My Getaway.
The organization , links · experience of·making them
The building's indoor
. , Wi~ attendance of about women who have breast can- happen this year with giving .
environmental air quality
· 300, it seemed that Phi Club cer with breast cancer sur- her a new passion ·
for . students is also
was a hit with many ofthose in vivors and allows them to go
"It has been such a rewardimp:i;oved by protecting air
attendartce.
through the illness together, ing way to spend my time,"
conditionin~ duct work
''It's a novel idea - I haven't prqviding them with support, Glantz said ''You know your
. with seals at the manufacseen many organizations do encouragement and love.
~fforts are going toward .a
turing plant, that are not
qlock parties for philanthroAEPhi Chapter President . cause thati,s going to change
removed until the building
pies, and the dancers, games, Alena Shapiro was grateful
the lives .of women going
is ready for occupancy, ·
"It's the first year we do through breast cancer. The
T-shirts, calendars were nice
thereby_eliminating debris
touches," said Brandon Gold- something like this, and we've $11,000 we raised ·definitely
that might have been ere- .
berg a Zeta Beta Tau.member. had great support ~d turnout, exce'eded our expectations
ated during the construcAnother fraternity member 'both from the Greek and gen- and it' brought tears to my
tion process.
· agreed with Goldberg.
eral university community ... · eyes."
According to McGuire,
''Ithinkit'sagreatthingthat it's so much bigger than I
Glantz said that ·s he has
the second phase of the
such a vibrarit organization is thought it would be, and .I'm learned invaluable lessons
ccmstrµction proje~t is ,
dedicated to a good cause," really excited," Shapiro. said. from planning this event.
scheduled to commence in
said Trm Mason, a member of ''It's nice to know you're help''Dream big, and with some
January, shortly after comTheta Chi who attended the · ing people you don't even courage and a lot of support,
pletion of the first and will
those dreams can lead you to
event. "I'm very pleased with know across the nation"
take about 18 months to
,the success it's had and hope it ' Glantz said she began great things," Glantz said.
. complete.

'We're just very
impressed with
the design of
this building.'

..

·Event raised $llK to fight cancer
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BUSINESS SENIORS: YOUR TIME IS NOW
•
•
•
•

BA

Q&A

!f you're about to graduate With a business degree, now is the perfect time to set yourself apart
wi.th an MBA from the prestigious University of Miami school of Bu_siness Administration.

SESSION

The one-Year UM MBA program, offered exclusively to recent graduates in business, is innovative,
globaliy-focused anp tqught by (he world-class UM MBA faculty. An.d you can complete the

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2008 AT 11:30 A.M .
UM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ROOM GB 431

f

RSVP 305-284-2510 I MBA@MIAMI.EDU
WWW.MBAOI\JEYEAR.COM

program, along with a summer internship, in 11. short months.
• Attend an on-campus question and answer session November 21, 2008, or visit us online.
·Now is the time to learn what a UM MBA can do for your future. Reserve your place today.
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Wom~n focus On le~dership and empowermenf
choose to enter male-domi- mer Student Government
nated fields."
Association Presitlent, pro- ·
The mission of the Inspire posed the idea fo:i;-' the proWomen's Leadership Pro- gram last year.~ It was
gram is to provide leadership designed to provi e female
enhancement, and empower- students with stron rapports
ment opportunities for with female mentors and to
female students. Through improve their leadership
networking, mentoring, per- capabilities. Membecl accomsonal development and expe- plish this goal b~ being
riential training, UCF's ·inv:olved with ·philartthropic
female students will prepare activities on campu~and in
to become successful leaders the Orlando area
in the community and iri their
Last month, the p ogram
chosen careers.
·
kicked off with a 'Wpmen's
"The economy and the job Power Lunch" in tlie Key
market are bad enough as is, West Ballroom at the ~tudent
but this program seems like it Union.. More than 100 guests .
· will allow UCF. females to attended, including emal~
better compete against students and other in.fl enti.tl
males," freshman Morgan leaders in the comm~~!fY.
Schmoyer said.
,
·~ community p;mel.made
Brandie Hollinger, the for- up of Ka!,liy Brown. Publisher

BRIANNE BARTA
Contributing Writer

,f .

In today's dwiifdling job
market, many .w omen are
struggling to compete when it
comes to wages and compensation. However, the recent
development of the Inspire
Women's Leadership Program is ensuring s1.1ccess for
UCF females both on campus
and in the vocational world
''Women have a strong
role in leadership here at
UCF," . said
Edwanna
Andrews, who helped establish the program. "However,
when these women leave
UCF and enter the corporate
world, many will find their
experiences to be very different, especially for .those who·

of Orlando Home and Leisure
apd CEO Magazine; Robin
Smythe, CEO of Channel 13;
Linda Watson, CEO of Lynx;
Carolyn Fennell, Director of
Public· Affairs for Orlando.
International Airport; Aileen
Cubillos, Director of Governmental Relations at Florida
Hospital;+ ,and Lauren R()we,
news anchor for Channel ~.
shared their personal stories
and insights in regards to being
successful in their various

industries," Andrews said.
lenges they faced as · tb,ey,
The luncheon was chaired advanced in their careers."
by Helen Donegan. 'vice PresiUCF females interested in
dent of Community Relations.
the Inspire Women's Leader~
_ · "I have mentored numerous ship Program may submit an
women over the years and I was application which will later be
happy to assist in this new followed .by an . interview
endeavor," Donegan said. "I process. All acaqemic levels are
asked several of my friends, eligible to apply, although the
women who are well 19:iown ·. number of applicants admitted
. and respected in their fields, to is limited.
·
participate in a panel discussion . For mc:,re information, conwhich would give insight into tact Student Leadership Develtheir successes and the chal- opment at 407-823-2223.

GREI

Otherschools have systems
- - -- - - - - - ~ - tones, ·but also ·clear ;voice
messages giving instructions
of delay in the integratjon of
in cases of emergency.
new systems on campus.
Also scheduJ.ed to be
In the 18 months since the
ready by spring is a textimesVirginia Tech tragedy, the
sage system capable of alert-.
UCF administration asseming·students, faculty and staff
bled a task force to review the
_ of emergency situatio~ on
. school's security,procedures
campus at the touch of a butand plans for emergency situ:ton.
ations, researched improved ,
A similar system dilled
emergency communication
~ Mobile Campus was intromethods and systems, an,d
duced during the summer of
began planning for imple2007.
menting the best methods on
The system was aimed at
cazp.pus.
taking . advantag~ of I the .
But the school is no more
prevalence of cell phon~s to
able to alert students to a
qui':kly sprea<;I, · urgent utor- JEFF MORGAN·. mat1on across c'ampus. \JJut
. campus emergency today·
·EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
than it wa.~ before campus
CO0RDINAt0R the service eventually \fell
security became a high priorinto disuse when it seemed. to
be .a means for unwanted
ity fo:i; schools across the
nation.
notification network in Octo- service messages and social
UCF is currentfr able to her.2007, and report;s that, as notices instead of emergency
notify. the campus communi- of March, 98 percent of the alerts, Morgan said.
· The new text-message
ty of em~rgency situations school's undergraduate stuand dangerous weather dents are registered to ·get system will be strictly for
urgent rnessages, he said.
through several means.
emergency messages.
There are mass · e-mail
However, while other · Indoor voice evacuation
alerts, messages displayed on schools may have had some systems will be installed in 30
the UCF homepage, message . r~sour.c es like outdoor alert high-occupancy buildings on
crawls on .campus TVs, a . sirens and text-message sys- campus by the s~mmer o~
partnership with the campus terns sooner, some are start- 2009. In addition to prereradio station, 89.9 FM, and a ing to change their methods · corded messages alerting .
"re:verse 911" telephone sys- . as tliey do research now on about incidents like severe
tern, which ·sends prerecord- different, possibly · more weather or chemical spills,
ed audio messages _to key effective alternatives, Mor- UCF's police dispatch ci:enter
people on c<l!D.pus/ such as gan said.
·
will be able to record special- ·
administrators and dorm res"... [Schools are] dropping ized messages or broadcast
ident assistants.
those text-i;nessaging· [plans] live to specific buildings if
· But the Facilities and Safe.. · and going with someqne else - necessary. _
ty Office is still working .on now that they've learned a litThe key to an effective
expanding the emergency . tle bit more about it," Morgan emergency
management
notification system. Outdoor said. "So we've benefited program, and the reason for
sirens, indoor audio evacua- from the fact that we did all all the meticulous planning is
tion systems, and a text-mes- the correct research and [got] redundancy, said Christine
sage alert syste:r!i are all in the all the right findings, and Dellert of 'UCF ·News &
works.
i
we've chosen s'o far the best Information.
.
''When you have an emerJ3y comparison, the Uni- systems that we believe we
gency situation you want to
. versity of Florid~ conducted , have."
its first tests.of an emergency
Morgan said a system of have as many different notifitext-message system, a con- four .' outdoor alert sirens, cation systems as possible so
cept UCF is still working on, strategically placed to reach you· can ... find a way to get
in January, according to the about ·98 percent of the cam- · everybody, either through
school's Web site.
pus, should be up and nin- sirens or text-messages or
The University of Miami ning by next semester. The through people on the Web,"
first tested its emergency ·sirens wil\ emit not only Dellert said.?
·
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'So we've
benefited from
th~ fact that
V(e did all the
correct
,research and
[got] all th~
rig~t findings.'
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"O ur Rollins MBA experien_ce
gave us the tools tq w rite a .
business plan and the ability to
_bounce our ideas off of
professors,. mentors, and lo cal
business leaders. Upon
graduation w e were immediately
ready to launch and operate,
Ex-cessories.com.''

Sometimes a Band-:Aid is not enough

\

< •••• '•

1-800-KAP·TEST I kaptest.co.m/ZOO

Donate Plasma!
,:;-_ , t

• ............... • • 0

Elizabeth Rothbeind '08MBA
and Allison W asserman '08MBA

$230/810 (

Entrepreneurs, Ex-cessories:com

.- vJ'r .

The academic p~rfo rmance of Rollins MBA students like A111s'o h
a_nd Elizabet h is exceeded only by, t heir perfo rmances in the real
business world- where it really q:>Unt s. ·
That is why t he Rollins MBA is pleased to be ranked number 24 in
the nation among graduate schools for E:!ntrepre ne urial studies by
Entrepreneur magazine and The Princeton Review - fro m mo re than
2,300 schools survey~d.

Find out how thousands of people save hves and earn extra CA$H b¥ donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is.used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.
.

DCI Biologicals

.

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) .
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
W\:vw.dciplasma.com
g

...................

Att~nd our upcomi ng informatio n se ssio n o n Nove mber 20 and
learn how the Rolli ns MBA is preparing student s to build the
economy of Central Florida, the nation and beyond.

ROLLINS

MBA .

CRUMMER G RADUATE S CHOOL OF' B USINESS

Winter .Park/ Orlando, Florida • 800.866.2405 • www .crm:r uner.rollins.edu

Ra nked #1 in Florida by Forbes and Business Week
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MEN'SBASKETBALL DEFEATS NORTHCAROLINA A&T81 -62 IN SEASON-OPENER. FOR THERECAP, GO TO WWvv.UCFNEvvS.CO!vl.
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DOLPHINS GET BY RAIDERS TO
RUN WIN STREAK UP TO FOUR

MIAMI - Once again, the Miami
Dolphins saved their best for last.
Dan Carpenter nailed a 3&-yard field
goal with 38 seconds left to cap a 61:yard drive, and the Dolphins earned
,their fourth consecutive victory ..
Sunday by beating woeful Oakland 1715.
Johnnie Lee Higginrnored on a 93yard punt with 4:30 left to give the
~aiders their first lead, but Miami
'Shook offthe stunning score. Chad
Pennington moved the Dolphins down
the field in 10 plays, completing a 7yard pass on fourth-and-5 to Ted Ginn ·
Jr. to keep the drive alive.
• With the win, the Dolphins (6-4) set ·
up a showdown at home next Sunday
,:against AFC East rival New England
. Both teams trail the division-leading·
.'New York Jets by one game.
., Ginn had a 40-yard touchdown run ·
on an end-around for Miami to get the
,.Dolphins on the scoreboard, and
Ronnie Brown rushed for 101 yards in
16 carries.
The Raiders dropped to 2-8:0akland
has lost its past for games, but has
:been able to stay out of the AFC West
,cellar because the Kansas Chiefs are 19and have lost six games in a row.

COLLEGE

· .· · .

·SPURRIER EMBARRASSED BY
GATORS IN SO-POINT LOSS

GAINESVILLE - The 01' Ball Coach
~never experienced anything like this.
, Percy Harvin ran for a career-high
167 yards and two touchdowns,nm
Tebow accounted for three scores and
'No.3 Florida thrashed 24th-ranked
'South Carolina 56-6 Saturday, handing
'Steve Spurrier the worst loss of his
:,Playing or coaching career. .
· "A loss is a loss, whether it's by one
· .point or 50 points,"said Spurrier, who
'fell to 81-9 as a player and coach at
• Florida Field."Sometimes getting your
butt beat real good is better than a ·
one-pointer or two-pointer."
, The SO-point drubbing was South·
,Carolina's worst loss since falling 63-7
to Spurrier's Gators in 1995. Florida
finished with its most rushing yards
·(346) since 1989.

:MIAMI BREAKS INTO TOP 25,
,'. ALABAMA STAYS AT N0.1

i

I

•
•
·•
•

' NEW YORK - Miami stormed into
the Top 25 on Sunday for the first time
in more than two years.
Having won five straight games, the
Hurricanes entered The Associated
Press poll at No.23.
It was an otherwise remarkably
. ,stable week for the rankings.The first
,16 teams held their places from last
· ··week
·
: No.'1 Alabama received 42 first-p)ace
,votes and 1,601 points. No.2Texas Tedi
'received 21 first-place votes and 1,574
'points. Florida, coming off a 56-{i
'victory against South Carolina, took
.two first:place votes away from
•Alabama and received 1,476 points.
Texas was No. 4,followed by
Oklahoma,Southem California and
1
Penri State.
Texas Tedi plays at Oklahoma on
Saturday in a game that could decide
,the Big 12 South title and dear up the
national championship race if the Red
Raiders win.
. Unbeaten Utah was eighth and
undefeated Boise State was ninth.The
·Utes try to complete a perfect regular
,season Saturday against in-state rival
and No.16 BYU. BQth Utah and Boise
,State are trying to break ·
: Ohio State rounded out the top ten
:after its win against Illinois on
:Saturday.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

•

•
•

.

COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

UCF running back Brynn Harvey, seen here during the Nov. 8 game versus Southern Miss, posted career-highs Saturday with 33 carries and 150 rushing yards. His SO-yard touchdown run in the fourth quarter sealed UCF's win.
'

UCF Football snaps 4-g~me skid
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

I

twas a bizarre afternoon for the UCF Football team on Saturday. The Knights scored early and
often, they had a running back rush for 150 yards and most of all, they got a win.
.
Behind a couple of special teams miscues by Marshall, two int~rceptions from Sha'reff
Rashad and a big day from running back Brynn Harvey, the Knights defeated Marshall 30-14 and
snapped their-four-game losing streak.
.
1
"I thought it was a very gritty game by our players," UCF head coach George O'Leary said
during a postgame radio interview. "They made plays both offensively; and defensively and, of
course, special teams. Basically, it was a good, solid win."
·
Any win'is a good win for the Knights these days, but :n,either of their other two victories
looked quite like this. For the first time since Kevin Smith was in uniform, the Knights had
a player rush for 150 yards or more, which Harvey did on the day. The freshman carried the
ball 33 times for 150 yards, both career-highs.
,
'
·
With the Knights up 23-14 in the fourth quarter, Harvey capped off his day with a 50yard touchdown scamper - his first career touchdown and the ll;mge~t run from scrimmage this season for the Knights - to seal the victory and improve UCF to 3-7 0verall, 24 in C-:USA .
The running back position wasn't the only. difference in the game' for the Knights. Joe Burnett
had only 33 punt return yards on the night, but it was the play of the special teams that really made
the difference in the contest, especially in the opening quarter.
After stalling on its opening drive of the game, Marshall botched a snap on a punt from its.own
• 17-yard line, which UCF's Jamar Newsome pounced on in the end zone to give UCF ttie,early 7-0
lead.
·
.
·
Later in the quarter, UCF sophomore punter Blake Clingan fumbled a punt, picked it up, and
rushed for 16 yards. to the Marshal;t 39-yard line to give the Knights a first down. That play eveptually led to a Nick Cattoi 27-yard field goal, which opened up the lead .to 10-0. Clingan ended up
rushing for two first downs on the day.
"Those weren't called plays," O'Leary said in a post-game radio interview. "One, he dropped
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A9

. UCF was able to beat
· Marshall on Saturday
despite quarterback
Rob Calabrese
completing 4 of 17
passes for 29 yards. ,

.,

COREY MAYNARD/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tha .bia do n

Harvey dents Herd for ·c areer-high 150 yards .
PADRICK BREWER
• Editor-in-Chief

Maybe the remedy for the UCF Football team's four-game losing streak is a
road trip to Huntington, W. Va ·
Or maybe it is just playing a Marshall
team that the Knights have not lost too
since Oct. 30, 2004.
Wh~ther it was pride or the offensive
line or the work of running back Brynn
Harvey, UCF showed how dangerous it
can be when it clicks on·all cylinders.
Riding a four-game losing streak, out
of the running for a divisional title and
starring a losing season in the face, the
Knights bounced back and beat Marshall 30-14 on Saturday.
Here were the keys to the game:

USA Championship last season.
time to rest. The
Workhorse
UCF head coach George O'Leary has Knights did just
The Thundering Herd did use their
''Racehorse" formation with Darius said that his team's success is predicated . that on Saturday,
Passmore taking snaps from the shot- on establishing the run, and Harvey and holding a 38:10gun, and the Knights responded by giv- Latavius Murray had plenty of opportu- 21:50 edge in
time of possesing the ball to Harvey and then giving nities to establish their game plan.
Murray rushed 15 times for 46 yards sion. It was the third .
the ball to Harvey some more.
Harvey, who had l)lShed 24 times for for his most productive outing since the time this season UCF held a time-of64 yards in the past two games, seeins to season-opener against South Carolina possession advantage.
have cemented his place~ UCF's fea-·· State.
As a team, the Knights kept the ball Dueling signal callers
.
ture back.
·
While the Knights had their most
· Against Marshall, he ran the ball 33 on the ground and ~pt the Marshall
offense off the field. UCF rushed 65 e,ffective offensive performance since
times for 150 yards and a touchdown all career-highs. It was the second time times.ror 213 yards, and the Thundering the Oct. 4 victory against SMU, their
this season the Knights had a back rush Herd managed 58 total o1ifensive plays quarterback had little to do with'it.
' . ,
.
UCF's true freshman quarterback
for more than JO.O yards, and the total for 229 yards.
'was the most yards gaii,J.ed on the . In his weekly pregame press confer-.., • Rob Cafabrese was 4-of-17 for 29 yards
ground since Kevin Smith accumulated ence, O'Leary said his offense needed to
PLEASE SEE PUNTER ON A9
284 against Tulsa in the Conference stay on the field and give the defense
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UCF gets NCAA win bef0re being ousted·
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

LIANA COLE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA)fUTURE

Danielle dos Santos' 2 goa!s helped the ·
Knights beat Miami in the NCAA tourney.

---·--,-- ..-.......

The UCF Women's Soccer
team advanced to the second
round of the NCAA tournament I with a 3-1 victory
against the Miami Hurricanes
on Friday in Gainesville, but
that is where the fun ended
for the Knights.
UCF was eliminated in the
tournament's second round
on Sunday by regional host
Florida 2-0.
The Knights (14-6-3) were
outshot 20-7 in the contest
and registered only one shot

----~-- ------~---......

on goal.
The Gators got a goal from
Lindsey Thompson. right
before halftime, and then put
away the win with a goal from
Megan Kerns in the 78th
minute.
·
.
,
UCF goalie Aline Reis
made five saves -in the match,
but it wasn't enough.
Ori Friday, the Knights
were led by senior Danielle
dos Santos and sophomore
Lauren Halbert in the firstround victory against the
Hurricanes.
Dos Santo's tallied her first
two-goal game of the season

-

j ,l

and drew a foul in the box late Rickers corralled possession
in the first half that led to Hal- of the ball. and fired a shot
bert's goal on a penalty kick. · from the top-left portion of
· Halbert also colle'Cted an the box, which sailed just out
assist by setting up dos Santos of Reis' reach.
for the team's third goal.
The goal sparked a sense
"(On the first goal) as.soon of urgency in the Knights, and
as I saw the ball coming to they began to pick up their
me, I was ready for it, and I play, which earned them a·
knew I was going to get it in,'' corner kick in the 32nd
dos Santos said in a press minute.
The comer was sent in, but
release.
Early on, Miami dictated was quickly knocked out· of
much of the action. Catching the box. Halbert was there to
the Knights back on their send in a second attempt to
heels, the Hurricanes drew the left post, and Dos Santos
first blood in the 22nd minute.
PLEASESEE DOS SANTOS ON A9
After a throw-in, Julianne

,, .
1
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Punter runs for first downs· Defen:se, special teams step up
as bad as Cann. Anderson
was 3-of-12 for 52 yards and
was sacked once.

FROM A8

L

and a touchdown, bringing
his completion percentage on
the season to 39 percent.
Special teams
Not all of the blame rests
Daren Daly, the senior
on Calabrese's shoulders, tran~fer from Miami, had
though. UCF receivers held the place kicking duties
dropped several passes, . for the Knights since Oct. 4,
including two that would but he was replaced with
have put points on the board Nick Cattoi against the Thunfor the Knights.
dering Herd
The saving grace for UCF
Cattoi, the true freshman,
was that Marshall's quarter- kicked three field goals and
back, Mark Cann, was worse. had one blocked
Cann was also 4-of-17, and
There was no change at
he threw for 32 yards and two punter for UCF, but sophointerceptions.
more Blake Clingan did
Cann was bad enough that showcase some different talMarshall called on Brian ents.
Anderson for retie£ AnderClingan rushed the ball
son had played in just three twice for 21 yards due to misgames this season before Sat- handled snaps in the punt
urday, and was 5-of-8 for 76 formation. Both times, Clinyards.
gan converted fourth downs
The problem for Marshall and extended UCF's drives.
was that Anderson was just
Clingan also did what he

Dos Santos-scores 2
FROM

)

A8

was in perfect position to
knock it in and tie the score
at 1-1.
Dos Santos was right
back at it 6 minutes later.
She cut through the box,
and with only one defender
to beat, she drew a foul to
give the Knights a penalty
kick.
Halbert was appointed to
take the shot. With Miami
goalie Vikki Alonzo guessing left, Halbert sent a low
shot.into the right comer of
the net to put the Knights
up 2-1 on her third goal of
the year.
"The first half, we didn't
play our best soccer, but we
were still winning," dos
Santos said in a press
release. "It was now or
never, so everyone was try-

does best - punt. With his
seven punts against Marshall,
Clingan now has 74 on the season and 133 for his career, putting him 40 behind Charlie
Pierce for the team all-time
record
.
Completing the trifecta of
out-of-the-ordinary s,pecial
teams plays, returner Khymest
Williams made a major gaffe
when he mishandled a punt in
the second quarter, giving the
Thundering Herd the ball on
the 2-yard line and setting
them up for a touchdoWIL

Final words
The Knights have two more
games, both against division
foes, and while they can't make
any headway in the division,
they can at least reach
respectability with two wins.
The Knights want to finish
strong, and whether it's pride, .
rushing the football, or, well,
rushing the football, they will
need to dig deep to do it.
Next up is the Memphis
Tigers on Saturday in Memphis, Tenn.

FROMM

the punt. He made the first
down both times, which I am
happy for him. but they were
not called. I am happy it
worked out well, because that
would have left us in real bad
field position."
UCF's offense had pretty
good field position on the day,
and it can thank senior safety
Sha'reff Rashad for some of
that. The safety picked off the
first of his two pass.es on the
day in the second quarter,
returning, it 55 yards to Marshall's 12-yard line and putting
UCF in position to score with
9:45 remaining in the hal£ Yet,
the Knights had to settle for a
field goal to extend the lead to
13-0.
"We were able to -make
some plays on defense
tonight," Rashad said during a
postgame radio interview.
"We set up a couple of scores,
and that's something we have
been able to do on defense to put the offense in a position
to score."

NEWS TO NOTE
GOTTHEIR NUMBER
UCF is 4-0 against the Thundering Herd
since both made the move to (-USA.

REVERSAL OF FORTUNES
After running the ball just 16 times
versus Southern Miss on Nov. 8, the
Knights ran the ball 65 times Saturday.

CAREER STATISTICS
Sha'reff Rashad has14 interceptions.

But most of UCF's points
were set up by special teams
or defense as the offense
struggled unde r Rob Calabrese. His first completion of
the day was to John Lubischer
in the end zone for a 2-yard
strike with 4:16 left in second
quarter.
That touchdown pass was
Lubischer's first career reception, and was one of four completions for Calabrese on the
day. He finished the day going
4-of-17 in the air for 29 yards
and that one touchdoWIL But

of his 17 attempts, four passes
were dropped, including two
that would have resulte d in
touch downs.
Marshall scored again
down the stretch, but despite
giving up 14 points, U CF's
defense had a good outing. In
addition to Rashad's interceptions, the Knights forced two
fumbles, held the Thundering
Herd scoreless in th e fourth
quarter for only th e second
time this season and limited
Marshall to just 84 passing
yards.
The Knights will take a win
any way they can get it, and
despite not being eligible for a
bowl game, the p layers are
competing for one fin al thing:.
pride.
:
·~ a football player, that is;
o ne of the most dangero us;
t hings to play against team that is playing for pride,",
Rashad said in a postgame
radio interview. "That iS:
·something that we are going
to do on a weekly basis, and
w e are going to come out h ard
just like this every week."

ing to play for each other."
The Knights came out
looking to add some insurance in the second half.
They continued to put pressure on Miami secured a
corner kick in the 65th
minute that led to their final
goal.
Freshman
Andrea
Rodrigues sent in the cross
to the far-left post. The ball
redirected off several players and made its way to dos
Santos, who found herself
open for another tap-in
goal. It was her eighth goal
of the year and her first
multi-goal game .since she
recorded a hat trick last year
against SMU.
The Knights were able to
hold on for the victory
despite being outshot 14-10,
including 7-3 in corner
kicks.

Are YOl:J interested in an exciting career?

M·F Noon·3pm

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

<;i1j}

20WINGS FOR
~ 40WINGSFOR

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do gfter graduation?

60(WINGS

Atl DAY -

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

FLAVOR
VARIETY

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

DELIVERE

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit -airforce.ucf .edu

No
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uam - 1pm VUCF Presents GREEN RIBBON

DAY. Table outside the Student Union to raise
awareness about organ and tissue donation or
become organ don ors by signing a donor card.

M ff/17/2(.)0g
7Pm CAB Cinema & 4everKnights p resent
"Tropic Thunder. H Watch a FREE screening of
the hit comedy. LINK Loot, raffles, giveaways,
and free chocolate from the Chocolate Club!
Alumni Center

7Pm Knight-Thon presents: Texas Hold'em
Poker Tournament benefiting Children's
Miracle Network. Pm.es include tickets to
Busch Gardens and Sea World, Orlando Magic
signed basketball, and others. Donations
appreciated. SU 218

T ll/lS/20()g
1pm KoRT Leadership Workshop"A&SF

Budgeting for Student Organizations." SU 316
8 - 1opm CAB ComedypresentsJimmy
Fallon LIVE. The star of Saturday Night Live
wi11 perform. Tickets are available at the UCF
Arena or the Ticketmaste-r office in tbe
Student Union. FREE with a valid UCP
student ID. UCF Arena

12 - 1:30pm MSC and the Office of Diversity
I nitiatives present the 3rd installment of the
Workshop Series: Understanding Your Hidden
Biases. SU 316AB

3:30pm KoRT Leadership Workshop "Conflict
Resolution for Student Organizations.'' SU 316 C

1h. 11/20/:zoog

12p m Quiz Bowl Interest Session. Are you great at

trivia and like competing against oth ers? Learn
about the 2009 UCF Quiz Bowl Tournament to be
held in January. Garden Key, SU 221AB

7Pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218

~
12 -

11/22/20(.)g
3Pm VUCF Presents READY, SET,

GREEN. Come out for an afternoon of fun,
food, music, and field day activities. Show your
support for organ/tissue donation. Lake Claire

.Qi

U/ 23/2008'

ttam - 5pm VUCF presents The Hound

Haven Homecoming Picnic. Volunteers are
needed to he]p run activities, set up, and
walk the adoptable dogs. RSVP at
vucf_anim.als@m.ai1.ucf,edu

~
Are you one of UCFs top students? Apply for
Who's Who·Among Students at UCF. Ap-plic.a-

12:30 - 4pm VUCF Presents SECOND
HARVEST VOLUNTEERING. Joil'\ us for a fun

tions are available at www.getinvolveducf.com
and are due to OSI, SU 208, by 5pm on

Bank.

afternoon helping out at Second Ma.vest Food

November 21,
100 Days 'tit Knight-Thon 2009!
February 21st;2009 is only 100 days away.
Join your organization's Knight-Thon Team, or
register an organization or as an individual at
www.Knight-Thon.com. Be a part ofUCF's
largest student-run philanthropy and help
raise money for our local Children's Miracle
Network hospitals.

U-17-tJ.Ju 11-20
HUNGE:R. aNO H<Mfi1£ttN~
aUJaR£NE~~ UJ££V.
For more information or to RSVP, please contact
,Jess at vucf_hunger@maU.ucf.edu
7 - 8pm VUCF presents HUNGER AND
HOMELESSNESSAWAR'ENESS WEEK
KICKOFF/INFORMATIONAI. SF..SSlON. Learn
about the twin epidemics of hunger and homel~
ne.ss in Central Flmida, and find out what yo\l can
doto help. MAP 336

OfficeofStudentfmdvemerx

UCE,,,%,.,,,(-"'. .,,~n,

P.O.Box163245
Odando,FL:328~5

)~volunr~r ucf

Student Union, Room 208

_eJtl7-23
FneeE ~l

/

J_

5:30 - 8:30pm VUCF present Sandwiches nnd
Conversation. Prepare peanut buttei· and jelly
sandwiches to distribute to the homeless and
dise.dvantag~d of Lake Eola/downtown Orlando.
:12:30 - 4pm VUCF Presents HOMEI.ESS
COALfflON BEAUTIFICATION. Come help us
clean up the Homele..<is Coalition of Central
Florida.
. 6 - 8:30pm VUCF Presents 15TH ANNUAL
HUNGER BANQUET. The banquet highlights
inequality in society and the hunger and
homelessness epid mic'l around the world. Bring
two canned good for admission. Free food!
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NASA helps the
world go round·

''We

case you're wondering, this is
set sail on this
new sea because
the fabled water purification
.
there is new knowl- unit that has been talked about
edge to be gained,
and has been in development
and new rights to be won, and
for 15 years. It converts respirathey must' be won and used for
tion, sweat and urine into clean,
the progress of all people. For
drinkable water. NASA
space science, like nuclear scispokesman Allard Beutel perence and all technology, has no
sonally tested a bottle of the
conscience of its own."
purified water Friday night
John F. Kennedy spoke these
before the launch and said it
stirring words on Sept. 13, 1962.
tastes just like Dasani. This
It was seven years before the
technology could prove to be
United States would make its
invaluable to underdeveloped
first major breakthrough in the
countries where villagers often
space race by walking on the
have to travel long distances to
moon.
find clean water.
It is now 46 years later, and
Solar panels are another
the space race has become
advancement developed by
something of a global space
NASA By way of photovoltaic
Olympics, with more and more
cells, large solar panels currentcountries joining the competily provide all of the necessary
tion every few years. Forty three power to the International
countries now have the capabili- Space Station, which is more
ty to launch satellites and other
than enough to power the aver~payloads into space, but that
age home. Solar power is likely
likely wouldn't be possible with- to become the permanent
out the advancements and inno- replacement for current power
vations that were pioneered by
generation systems.
the National Aeronautics and
. Firefighters are safer than
Space Administration.
they have ever been thanks to
This year marks NAS.A'.s 50th NASA research. Toe suits that
anniversary, and the Endeavour
they wear are made of highly
flexible, heat-resistant materials
shuttle launch Friday night
couldn't have provided a more
that were originally developed
perfect end to the year's activito protect the space shuttle
ties. Besides it being a night
upon reentry into the atmoslaunch, which is rare by itself,
phere.
the sky was·clear, the moon was
Even everyday uses like the
full and the shuttle created a
cordless drills and memory
magnificent ripple effect as it
foam mattresses are NASA
broke through a thin layer of
inventions. During the Apollo
atmosphere creating what can
space program, NASA required
only be described as the most
a portable, electric drill capable
photogenic shuttle launch in
of extracting core samples from
recent history.
below the surface of the moon.
One might wonder what
Black & Decker was contracted
NAS.A'.s $17 billion budget is
- and subsequently developed a
spent on (spectacular photo
. process to optimize the design
opportunities are only a side
of the drill's motor to ensure
benefit), yet what most people
minimal power consumption.
don't realize is how much of our Memory foam was initially
modem technology comes from intended to be a safety reinNASA research and developforcement for astronauts which
would provide additional proment.
One of the purposes of the
tection in the event of a crash
Endeavour shuttle was to bring
landing.
a water purification unit to the
And who could forget the
International Space Station. In
greatest NASA invention of all:

I
f
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freeze-dried food. Dippin Dots
and other freeze-dried delicacies were developed so that
astronauts could store normally
perishable foods for long periods of time without worrying
about spoilage. If you haven't
tried freeze dried foods, you can
go to the nearest outdoor
adventure store and usually find
different varieties of foods.
During the past 50 years,
NASA has inadvertently played
a part in the development of
some of the most popular and
useful products that are now
commonplace in everyday life.
Come January, Barack
Obama is no doubt going to
clean house in the federal government and squeeze out all of
the Bush cronies that have been
illegitimately appointed to
undeserved positions of power.
But what remains to be seen is
what he will do with NAS.A'.s
funding in a time of economic
crisis. In 2007, Obama said that
he favors postponing the Constellation project, which is
scheduled to put astronauts
back on the moon by 2020 and
· ultimately sent a crew to Mars.
Critics argue that the estimated
$100 billion cost of the program
is just money being poured into
a black hole.
We must disagree with that
sentiment, because history tells
us that with every dollar invested into NASA projects, we get a
beneficial advancement in technology that provides us with
resources that will continue to
improve life as we know it. Who
knows, maybe NASA scientists
· will acdderitally find a new type
of clean energy while developing a new form of rocket fuel.
Toe possibilities are endless,
and we implore the next presidential administration to
acknowledge that fact and allow
the space program to continue
on its ambitious path. NAS.A'.s
motto is "For the benefit of all,"
and whether intentional or not,
they have helped the planet
continue to grow and flourish.

'
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:students have only one
_person to blame for debt
We are students. We go to school.
As far as interest rate hikes for late
We get an education. We may lose some
payments and such are concerned,
brain cells along the way, but in the end,
interest rates, annual fees and other
we come out smarter, no? So why are
logistics are all something a person
credit card companies the ones to
should investigate before they starting
blame when students get in over their
spending chunks of change on their
head in debt? Shouldn't we be mature
credit cards. Credit cards come with ·
enough to use our credit cards wisely?
manuals and guidelines that inform the
consumer exactly what they're getting
On Friday, the Future reported that
in to. If you pay your card late and your
credit card companies have been targeting students, hoping to lure them in
JESSICA SAGGIO particular credit card company raises
Opinions Editor
your interest rate because of it, that's
with fancy UCF logos printed on the
cards and giveaways. Evidently, the
just the consequence of your action. If
average college student graduates with about
you don't want your interest rate to go up, pay
$4,000 in credit card debt. Sure, fingers can be
your bills on time or get another credit card.
pointed at credit card companies for using fancy
Credit cards, just like any other business, have to
marketing to appeal to students, but is it really
protect themselves and raising fees and for consumer mistakes are just ·a way to ensure that contheir fault that students go out and use the card
excessively?
·
sumers pay their bills on time. If there were no
It appears that "71 percent of Y.Oung adult
consequences to not paying your balance, then
cardholders do not pay off their balance in full
who on Earth would actually do it?
each month," according to the Americans for
Toe truth of the matter is it is our job to read
Fairness in Lending Web site, but again, who is to the "fine print." It is our job to vary our spending
blame here? Is it the credit card company that
in accordance to what we can afford. There are
gave the student the ability to purchase that new
many times college students are forced to put
Nintendo Wii, or is it the student's fault for buythings on a credit card. Maybe they needed a
ing something beyond their means?
new computer. Maybe they got a parking ticket.
Here's the point. Just because you have a cred- Maybe that's how they pay for text books. Sure, it
it card with your name pressed into it does not
really stinks, that sometimes we have to bring
give you the right to go around spending frivocredit into the mix, but at the end of the day it's
lously. If you're in credit card debt, guess what,
our choice to spend that money and with that, it's
that's your fault, and you should have to deal
our responsibility to pay it back. At the end of the
day, failing to pay our debt is in essence stealing.
with it.
Toe key should be to use those skills you
So before we go around denouncing credit
learned in first grade, add and subtract what's
card _companies and whining about how they targeted 4s with a special limited-time-only·Hawaigoing on with your bank account and spend
wisely with a credit card. If you don't, that's not
ian-themed Knightro credit card complete with
' the big, bad credit card company'~ fault for tarfree T-shirt and coupon to Subway, we should
consider who actually decided to the spend the
geting you.
That's your fault for not educating yourself on money: you, or the credit card company. Howevyour limits to consumer spending. If anything,
er, this is not to say these companies are never
wrong. If you're being cheated, seek legal councredit card companies are the dumb ones for
lending to college students just like the banks
seling by all means, but when it comes to silly
spending you might want to skip the lawyers and
• were foolish in len~g mortgage loans to people
enter the world of employment.
who could never pay it back on Wall Street.
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RINALDO STEPHENS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.Warning: God haters,
drunks & fornicators
Don't get me wrong, I am no
Ifthis statement appeals to
your idea of apocalyptic justice,
advocate of God-fearing (in the
please skip to Paragraph 14.
most religiously neutral sense).
Ifthis statement crawls up
But in the spirit of Functionalyour spine with the sultriness of
ism, let us observe the benefit of
contempt, continue reading.
· these Street Evangelists.
From the people that
Foremost, Brother Micah and
brought you the Red Scare,
his "Cry To God" crew are a station of sorts on the UCF camethanol and Homeland Security
(no, not the GOP) comes: Fearpus. For students with time to
mongerers in the Park. Sunday- SEBASTIAN CHURCH kill, this attraction offers anyContributing Writer
afternoon Shakespeare, take a
thing from amusement to stress
hike.
retie£
Every week, Micah Armstrong, a.le.a
While some of the audience is sincere
Brother Micah and his band o:C well.
in its attendance, most stick around for
brothers harangue bystanders with a mes- quick quips. If in luck, there is the occasage of terror and judgment. Toe preachsional philosophical deliberation which
ers land anywhere from Student Union to usually erupts into finger pointing and
the Reflecting Pond, and range from the
"oohs"from bystanders.
sermonic to the melodic, serenading
Even·by merely observing, it is almost
passers-by with songs of"It's a baby, not a too easy to meet people among the dissimolecular blob" and the like.
dents and ridicule the preachers in cama=Catchy.
raderie.
As for the fear-mongering, this eleAlthough they are allowed their space
on campus, they are often heckled by a
ment is actually healthy. Toe banners
crowd that swells into cacophony. Basking offer us the opportunity to use our own
in the self-consciousness of their own sins minds and determine the validity and
and hubris, this counter-congregation sits
strength of these threats. If we passed
on its feet, save the few that challenge the
through our learning stages told to fear
free-speaking preachers.
nothing, then we ~ould have no compoEach side of the pavement engages
sure upon encountering it.
themselves in argumentative and biblical
It also happens that college students
logic for the most part. Frequently though, get stressed. What better way to vent than
the squabbles snowball into personal
to pillory a man of the cloth. No offense to
attacks and undemocratic forum. That's a
the church. but it is only human nature
given when you try to wear 16th century
that one responds to threats of a torturous
propaganda on sandwich boards.
after-life with dissent
Affthis, as the Hare-Krishna plays his
Above all, the thing we should apprecisqueezebox across the sidewalk in either
ate most about these urban missionaries
non-protest or irony.
is their perseverance. The passion they
Frankly, the problem with these Street
hold for their narrow beliefs in the face of
Ministers is not in the obnoxious egotism
antagonism is almost worthy of praise.
for their own beliefs. Nor is it in the fatniIf not for their tireless devotion to
ly picnics where students surround the
preaching the wordof God, students
parents in heated debate while the chilwould not e:xperience the tireless enthusidren stand and watch.
asm to meet them toe-to-toe.
So thank you, Brother Micah and comThe signs that manifest fear are what
do me in: ''You Deserve Hell." ''Hell Is
pany, for employing your first amendHorrible, No Warning Is Too Strong."
ment right to the fullest so that UCF stuEven so, the hospitality with which
dents can too. Thank you for giving
UCF students welcome these makeshift
students something to do between classprophets is abhorrent. We as a communies. Thank you for giving students somety should appreciate and respect the pres- thing to ridicule in common. And most of
ence of these diverse visitors, not chide
all, thank you·for sticking around and
them as standing jokes.
being good sports.
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T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

"How is class registration
for spring 2009 going?"
'(/

JUAN BELTRAN

HUMAKHAN

GABEBAHASH

Mechanical Engineering, Junio.r

Mechanical Engineering,Junior

Actuarial Science, Senior

"Registration was as tough this
year, as it has been every other
year."

"It sucks. Class choices have
decreased, and the whole on line
registration system is misleading."

"There are never any problems
getting into classes for my major,
and this year's been the same."

DOMINIEK BROWN

LISA REVELAND

LIAM RAMSAMMY

Electrical Engineering, Senior

Biology, Freshman

Actuarial Science, Freshman

"It's always been easy for me. I've
never had a problem with registration."

"I'm mad because there was a
shortage of dasses offered, and
scheduling was unnecessarily dif-

"Ithink it's pretty easy, but there
are a couple of complications with
the process, like getting into classes before they are full."

ficult."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,

..

VISA., MC, A.MEX, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. .(or Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

.!Im.
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Tune
150 Help Wanted: Full-Tune
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
22S For Rent: Apartments

C
C
C
B
B
B·

250 Roonwnates

A

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

8m

32S For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B

A
A
B
A
B

B
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

Rate B

Rate C

$9
$6

$}3
$9

$}9
$13

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

.,.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Distribution Drivers Wanted I
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning routes 10:30am - 12:30pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay+ mfleage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail:
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com
PIT Doggy Daycare associate
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
**'www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

•

•

.
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~ FOR SALE:
~ Homes

100

VaxDesign Corp. PT office opportunity
in Research Parkway for self-motivated
accounting student. Responsibilities
inc. inventory control & variety of other
general acct. tasks. To submit resume
or for info regarding position please
contact Jessica Bates .
jbates@vaxdesign.com
Wanted: Web Designer-HTML requiredJava, Flash a plus - to work full time on
site in St. Cloud. Email portfolio to
don@cars12.com or call 407-346-1663

· Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

3/2/2 UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
Avail. 12/5/08
$1300/month incl. w/d and lawn care.
Call 561-602-5042
· hl:!P ://www.aka2005.com/stonemeadowhouse.htm
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

MUST SEE!!!

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a

3br/3.Sba 2 car garage, 1704

house with Pool,' scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 321-652-8283

sq.ft townhouse in Avalon Park.
Each bdrm has private full bath.
Washer/Dryer Included. Avail Asap.
$1495 incl water.Call Rick 407-3016037

Female roommate needed
for 3/2.5 home on lake 10 min from
UCF. Upstairs bedroom and
private bath plus bonus room
$600/month incl. utilities. No pets
please. Must love dogs. Please
call Carlee at 321-749-0507 oremail CarleeDlck@gmall.com

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$825/mo 407-416-8369

Room for rent in Avalon Park

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/month. Across the·
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $350. 11x11
$400. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

3000 sq ft ·home. $550/mo util incl.
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3
car garage.Call Fred 850-291-3183

ROOM FOR RENT $500 ALL
UTILITIES INCLUDED. FEMALES
ONLY. SMALL DOGS ALLOWED.
PLEASE CALL 407 929 6016.

FOR RENT:
225 A~p~a!!rt~men~t~s
iiiiiiiiiiiii.l11fm SUBLEASE
1 bdrm apt. for rent with male
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541

The Gatherings Apartments
Rooms availible - $560/ month
fully furn, utl, cable, int, valet trash incl.
Call Megan: 407-998-3791

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Click on Surveys.

Sublease needed for a 1/1 in a 3/3 apt
in Tivoli. Shuttle to UCF, private
bathroom, walk in closet, w/d, pool anq
2 fun female roommates! Available mid
Dec. Call Grace @ 239-398-3866

~ FOR SALE:
~Homes
ALTERNATIVE HOUSING--Condos
from the $90's. Close to campus. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, perfect roomate
set up. Pool, tennis, basketball,
etc. Call Richard 407-808-7987
RE/MAX 200 Realty

SECURE YOUR FUTURE! Be your
own boss & work from home! 6 figure
income potential. Don't believe ... Don 't
call~800-224-5977. www.fairway2freedom.com

3/2 Home FORECLOSURE!
Only $22,0001 This home won't last!
For Listings 800-366-9783 x 8904

EXP. NATIVE FRENCH TEACHER
Tutoring for all levels. Reas. rates.
Adults & children. Home teaching and
translations. 5 mi. from UCF. Call,
leave msg, 407-482-2343.

'1!Ii] ANNOUNCEMENTS

UCF FUTURE TEACHERS
EDUCATION MAJORS
You need llablllty insurance when
you intern. Join the NEA Student
Program and the Student Florida
Education Association at UCF. Be
part of the Professional Student
Organization for and about you!
Go to www.nea.org/stu,dent-program
to learn more. Or email our UCF
President, Monica Brock at
mbrock@knlghts.ucf.edu

mTRAVEL
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$200 Sale! Includes Roundtrip
Cruise, 4 Nights Beachfront Hotel,
Meals & #1 Parties!
Text Message: SPRINGBREAK
to 313131 to redeem sale!
Limited Space, Book Now!
1-877-997-8747
_ _...,,1
www.XtremeTrlps.co_m

•
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Heroic tale
Artist Bonheur
Egghead
Boringly
studious one
15 "Battle Cry"
author
16 Rocket type
17 Like the Gobi
18 Plaster
. supporting strip
19 Fed the kitty
20 Gas condurt
22 Finished
23 Tournament
ranking
24 Conscious
27 Never outdated
29 Also
30 Schusser
34 Winddir.
35 Speechless actor
36 Body of water
37 Turning point
39 Adult male pig
40 MA word
41 Afore
42 Rotating
pointers
43 Understand
44 Concisely
47 _of
Queensberry
49 Least firm
54 Knitting stitch
55 Polite .
56 Holly spray
58 Watchful
oversight
59 Faucet trickle
60 Mountain ridge
61 Actress Angeli
62 Make over
63 O'Toole or
Ustinov
64 Gambler's
chances
65 Lyric poems

1
5
9
14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DOWN
Loses it
cofty nest
Cbmplaint
Annexed
Court judgment
Citrus fruit
Specific location
Blond shade

® 2008 Tribune Madia Servlcaa, 1nc:.

11/17/08

AU ri.ghts reserved.

9 Audience calls
10 Make over
11 Gradual
diminution
12 Wrath
13 Give silent
assent
21 Falsifier
22 Beginning
24 Gambling game
25 Wanderer
26 Live wires
28 River
embankment
30 Burst of energy
31 "M•A'.S*H"
locale
32 Give meaning to
33 Sullivan and
Asner
35 CEO's degree,
often
37 Danger
38 Garden bloom
42 Sacred song
44 Fries' partner
45 Erupted
suddenly

SODSIOMENSISO F A
E D I E
F O R A Y
A B E S
L I V E
F O R T S
T E A S
FEAS T E R S . T R I S T. E
• • • A O N
E A R E S T
B R AW L S ..I. c2~ E I
E A R• L E M 0 N S •z E s T
EO N• N E A T 0
S K I T. S
S A N
S E A n •2 ~ .!:. AM
A B E TS • U N S E R S
S T A M E N slifs T E P CAMP E.E_.,.'::!,.§_~ SURES
ABEL I ENACTIRODE
L O N E
R O U T E
T O G A
P O D S
S W I S S
S T E M

--,
.
Ello

Last issue solved
46 Record jackets
48 Rather
50 Pitcher
Martinez
51 Made a goof
52 Playground
chute

53 Keyboard goofs
55 Female
domestic
56 Gullible person
57 Pay or school
lead·in
58 Naval noncom

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classified_s

f

ON YOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THE CENTRAL F:LORIDA FUTURE

How Do I Text
UCfNEVVS to 44636?
Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert:.

I•
2.

Grab your cell phone.

3.

Write a new text message,
..U<:;:FN EWS"

4.
5.

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

Select messages on your
main menu

Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!

•

.

Th e Student Newspaper a t UCF since 1968

Receive FREE. real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list ~f other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

-

+ All www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Apply online by
December 1, 2008
to one of our many maste·'1's
or certificate programs.
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